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Light Sources

Generators –
Transmitters

Secondary Light Sources

Modifiers and Re-transmitters

Eyes

Receivers –
Encoders

Brain

Decoder –
Interpreter

Sun, Discharge lamps, 
fluorescent lamps. 

Incandescent lamps, 
Open flames, etc.

Atmosphere, Air, Water, Planets, Lenses, 
Windows, Tress – All natural or manufactured 
objects which modify light waves before they 

reach the eye.

Cornea, Iris, Lens, 
Rods & Cones, 
Optic Nerves

Analysis, 
Identification 
Association 
Perception

All life on earth evolved under both sunlight and darkness.  This light and dark cycle not only allowed for various activities, but 
evolved to regulate all species circadian rhythm – internal biological clock.

Invented in 1880
- Only 125 years in our environment!

IN THE BEGINNING

Let There Be Light! - (c 4.5 Billion BC)
In the beginning it was dark and cold. There was no sun, no light, no 
earth, no solar system. There was nothing, just the empty void of 
space. Then slowly, about 4.5 billion years ago, a swirling nebula, - a 
huge cloud of gas and dust was formed. Eventually this cloud 
contracted and grew into a central molten mass that became our sun. 
At first the sun was a molten glow. As the core pressure increased, 
and the temperature rose to millions of degrees - a star was born.

THE SUN - (c 4 Billion BC)
Our sun is an atomic furnace that turns mass into energy. Every 
second it converts over 657 million tons of hydrogen into 653 tons of 
helium. The missing 4 million tons of mass are discharged into space 
as energy. The earth receives only about one two-billionths of this. 
Scientists calculate that the sun should keep burning for another 10 
to 30 billion years. It has been estimated that in 15 minutes our sun 
radiates as much energy as mankind consumes in all forms, during
an entire year. 

Energy, with a color temperature of approximately 6500 degrees 
Kelvin, is received on earth, from the sun. 

It takes light from the sun approximately 8 minutes to reach the
earth. The illumination on the earth's surface by the sun may exceed 
100,000 lux, (10,000 fc) in mid summer.

IN THE BEGINNING

FIRE, FLAME and TORCH - (c 400,000 BC)
Homo erectus probably discovered fire by accident. Fire was most
likely given to man as a 'gift from the heavens' when a bolt of 
lightning struck a tree or a bush, suddenly starting it on fire.
The flaming touch and the campfire probably constituted early 
man's first use of 'artificial' lighting. For the first time man gained 
some small degree of freedom from the blindness of night, and 
some small degree of safety from the fear of unseen prowling 
beasts. As early as 400,000 BC, fire was kindled in the caves of
Peking man. 

The torch was the first portable lamp. One of the earliest 
developments was the discovery that a bundle of sticks tied 
together made a blazing torch, producing a brighter and longer 
lasting light. Man had finally learned to control fire and the human 
race was on the road to civilization. 
The discovery of fire has had such a profound effect on humankind 
that all early societies constructed a myth to commemorate it. 
Years later, to the ancient Greeks, the fire bringer was 
Prometheus. 

IN THE BEGINNING

PRIMITIVE LAMPS - (c 13,000 BC to 3,000 BC)
Prehistoric man, used primitive lamps to illuminate his cave. These 
lamps, made from naturally occurring materials, such as rocks, 
shells, horns and stones, were filled with grease and had a fiber 
wick. Lamps typically used animal or vegetable fats as fuel. 

In the ancient civilizations of Babylonian and Egypt, light was a 
luxury. The Arabian Nights were far from the brilliance of today. 
The palaces of the wealthy were lighted only by flickering flames of 
simple oil lamps. These were usually in the form of small open 
bowls with a lip or spout to hold the wick. Animal fats, fish oils or 
vegetable oils (palm and olive) furnished the fuels. 
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Early Developments

 Rush lights:
 Tall, grass-like plant dipped in fat

Early Developments

Early Developments

New Developments – Typical Goal for New Technologies Today!
There was a need to improve the light several ways:
1. The need for a constant flame, which could me left unattended for a longer period of 

time
2. Decrease heat and smoke for interior use
3. To increase the light output
4. An easier way to replenish the source….thus, the development of gas and electricity
5. Produce light with little waste or conserve energy 

Industrial Revolution - Europe

 Gas lamps developed:
 London well known for gas lamps
 Eiffel Tower (1889) originally used gas lamps

Argand Lamp

The Argand burner, which was introduced in 1784 by 
the Swiss inventor Argand, was a major improvement in 
brightness compared to traditional open-flame oil 
lamps. 

Argand employed scientific knowledge on the role of the 
newly discovered oxygen in combustion, and by adding 
a chimney managed to increase the flow of air to the 
flame thus increasing its light output significantly. The 
new lamp was as much as tenfold brighter than the 
most advanced oil lamps of the time.

Argand lamps were first introduced in the French 
theatre in 1784, but due to their high cost did not 
become a standard fixture in all theatres.
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Industrial Revolution - Europe

 Sir Humphry Davy experimented with arc 
lamps early in the 19th century:
 Light was created by using a battery of 2,000 cells 

to heat sticks of charcoal
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Electrical Lighting Electrical Lighting 
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Controlling Light Reflection

 Luminaires can shape light by 
reflection

 Reflectors finishes may be 
 Specular – shiny, polished
 Semi-Specular
 Diffuse – dull, matte

Light Source

Reflection

 Luminaires can shape light 
by reflection

 Reflectors may be 
 Specular – shiny, polished
 Semi-Specular
 Diffuse – dull, matte

Light Source

Reflection

 For “specular” reflectors, the angle of 
incidence equals the angle of reflection



Light Source

Incidence

Reflection = the light that exitsIncidence = the light that enters

Reflectance

Light Performance

Optics
 Absorption 
 Reflection Light

100%

80% 80%

The material absorbs 20% 
- reflects  80% 

Typical Materials:
Metal
Mirror
Wood

Light Performance

Optics
 Absorption 
 Transmission

Light

100%

80% 80%

The material absorbs 
20% - transmits  80% 

Typical Materials:
Glass
Plastic
Fabric
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Light Direction

Light travels in a straight line…radiates out from the source

Light Direction of Clear Lamps

Light travels in a straight line…radiates out from the source

…. add a clear enclosure or 
envelope around the source, the 
light will still travel in a straight 
line.

Light Direction of Frosted Lamps

Light travels in a straight line…radiates out from the source

…. add a coated or frosted 
enclosure or envelope around 
the source, the direction of light 
will bend and radiate from the 
surface of the enclosure

Penumbra

Small light 
source

Full Light

100%

0%

No light

Penumbra

Large light 
source

Full Light

100%

0%

No light

Lamps / Sources Today
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Light Fixture

Electric Sources

LampBulb

Electric Sources

Electric Sources
Lamps for General use

INCANDESCENT
LAMPS (filament)

DISCHARGE
LAMPS

Incandescent

Halogen

Fluorescent
Linear

Compact

High Intensity (HID)

Electric Sources
Lamps for General use

Points
Blobs
Lines

Lamps = Sources Points
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Blobs Lines

Lines How Incandescent Lamps Work

How Halogen Lamps Work

Halogen Cycle

Lamp Shape Nomenclature
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Lamp Shapes Lamps

Points: General Purpose/ A-Lamps Points: B, BA, C, CA, and F

Points: G – Lamps Points: Specialty / T and S - Lamps
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Points: Halogen Lamps

A transformer connects in between the line and the lamp

Transformer are for low voltage lamps

Remote 
Transformer

Integral 
Transformer

Transformer

Attributes and Options - Incandescent

•Varied wattages, sizes, shapes, and bases
•Finishes

– Clear
– Inside Frosted
– Coated (Softwhite)

•Dimming
– Yes

–Do not require a ballast
–Warm color appearance with a low color temperature and excellent color rendering (CRI 100)
–Compact light source
–Simple maintenance due to screw-in Edison base
–Less efficacious light source
–Shorter service life than other light sources in most cases
–Filament is sensitive to vibrations and jarring
–Bulb can get very hot during operation
–Must be properly shielded because incandescent lamps can produce direct glare as a point source
–Require proper line voltage as line voltage variations can severely affect light output and service life

Attributes and Options - Halogen

•Varied wattages, sizes, shapes, and bases
•Finishes

–Clear
–Inside Frosted
–Coated (Softwhite)

•Small Sources – Ideal for controlled optics
•White Light
•Dimming

–Yes

Blobs Reflector Contours

Parabolic

Reflection Rays 
are Parallel

Parabola or 
Parabolic Reflector

Typically Specular 
Finish

Ellipsoidal

Rays 
converge

2 foci

Ellipse, 
Ellipsoidal, or 
Elliptical 
Reflector

Typically 
Specular Finish
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Reflector Contours
Ellipsoidal

Rays 
converge

2 foci

Ellipse, Ellipsoidal, 
or Elliptical 
Reflector

Typically Specular 
Finish

“Blob” Source Halogen Lamps

Blobs: PAR, MR, R Blobs: PAR - Lamps

 Light-emitting diodes (LEDs): 
 Semi-conductor devices that have a chemical chip 

embedded in a plastic capsule

Points: LED’s 
How LED’s Work
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When the negative end of the circuit is 
hooked up to the N-type layer and the 
positive end is hooked up to P-type 

layer, electrons and holes start moving 
and the depletion zone disappears.

When the positive end of the circuit is 
hooked up to the N-type layer and the 

negative end is hooked up to the P-type 
layer, free electrons collect on one end of 
the diode and holes collect on the other. 

The depletion zone gets bigger.

The interaction between electrons and holes in this setup has an interesting 
side effect -- it generates light!

mms://Ntstream2.ddns.ehv.campus.philips.com/efi/860
90/Lumalive.wmv

LED LED
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LED

http://www.colorkinetics.com/showcase/videos/target.htm

http://www.colorkinetics.com/showcase/videos/wlf_04.htm

LED

http://www.lif-germany.de/film/mov07793.mpg
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Lines Lines
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Fluorescent Systems

Pin Based Fluorescents (remote 
ballast):

Tubular T5, T8, T12
Double, Triple, Hex, BIAX

• Ballast Options: Power Factor
– High Power Factor = > 0.9
– Normal Power Factor = 0.4 –

0.6

• Ballast Options: Dimmable
– 1% to 100%
– 5% to 100%
– 10% to 100%
– Multi-level

• Lamp Life = 10,000 hours
• Ballast Life = 100,000 plus hours

Screw Fluorescents (integral 
ballast):

Medium base Compact Fluorescent
Candelabra base Compact 

Fluorescent

• Ballast Options: Power Factor
– Normal Power Factor = 0.4

• Ballast Options: Dimmable
– Range Not Known

• Life = 5,000

Incandescent lamps are a simple thing. A bit of wire that gets very hot.  It presents a very simple, resistive load to the 
electricity supply. 

Fluorescents on the other hand is much more complex. The electronics required to make these lamps work present 
what is known as a reactive load.  A ballast is required to operate the source, but the power required to operate the 
ballast may not be efficient.

How Fluorescent Lamps Work

Fluorescent Lamp Design..the old way Fluorescent Lamp Design

Rapid start and starter switch fluorescent bulbs have 
two pins that slide against two contact points in an 
electrical circuit.

B
A
L
L
A
S
T

Ballasts can be magnetic….containing heavy coils, 
transformers and capacitors

OR
Ballasts can be electronic…. lightweight, efficient and 

operate at high frequency

Ballasts perform three main functions

1. They start the lamp.

2. They take the line voltage (120/240/277/480) and step it up or down as required by the lamp. 

3. They make sure the lamp operates in a stable mode by regulating the current

The Uniqueness Rule

 Ballast are made specifically for the lamp they are designed to operate.  
You cannot simply replace a lamp with a different type without changing 
the ballast.  Since it regulates the voltage it is designed for a specific 
lamp type and wattage.

A ballast connects in between the line and the lampBallast
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“Change a bulb and save the world!”

• Poor spectrum, poor color, poor rendering 
(CRI = 90-40)

• Screw base difficult to dim (“dims to 
greenish brown color…”), pin base requires 
special ballast and control

• Long Life (limited to 3-hour on cycle)

• High efficacy rating (lumen/watt)

• Cannot replace point source bulbs in point-
source fixtures, Cannot replace all 1000+ 
incandescent bulb types

• Contains toxic mercury (if incandescent is 
banned, 50,000 lbs of mercury will be 
introduced into landfills upon disposal 
every 7 to 10 years)

• High embodied energy (several times that 
of incandescent), most are made in China, 
which uses coal fired methyl mercury 
producing power plants

• Customer Dissatisfaction: limit uses, high 
initial cost; high failure rate (many fail after 
2 to 20 hours)

Lamp Pros and Cons

• Excellent color, reliable, 
highest color rendering (CRI = 
100)

• Dims easily without 
specialized equipment. 

• Dimming extends life and 
energy consumption. 

• Halogen vs incandescent are 
30% more efficient, approach 
CFL efficiency with controls 
and beat fluorescents in many 
categories. 

• Do not have negative disposal 
impacts, fully recyclable

• More efficient to produce, i.e., 
less embodied energy

What is inside the lamp

1. glass 
2. steel 
3. a small amount of high temperature plastic insulation
4. (lead free?) solder 
5. plating material for exposed metal, probably nickel  

6. tungsten 
7. inert (and naturally occurring) gas

1. glass 
2. steel 
3. a small amount of high temperature plastic insulation 
4. (lead free?) solder 
5. plating material for exposed metal, probably nickel 

6. phosphors ** 
7. mercury + mercury vapor ** 
8. silicon (in ICs, transistors, MOSFETs, diodes, etc.)
9. fiberglass and epoxy resins (PCB, semiconductor 

cases)
10. aluminum (electrolytic capacitor)
11. various plastics (main housing, film capacitors)
12. ferrites / ceramics (resistor bodies, choke cores) 
13. copper wire and PCB traces

** are either toxic, or may be toxic when mixed with 
other chemicals in landfill.

Screw it Where?

Most screw base CFL packaging states that the lamps must not be used in fully enclosed light fittings. The reason is 
temperature. Because of the electronic circuitry, all CFLs can only be used where they have reasonable ventilation to 
prevent overheating. (Excess heat doesn't bother an incandescent lamp, and temperatures well in excess of 100°C 
won't cause them any problems at all. )
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How Florescent Lamps are Recycled Attributes and Options - Fluorescent

•Varied wattages, sizes, shapes, and bases
•Finishes

–Coated only – coating determines color
•Long Life
•Dimming

–Yes, with dimming ballast and specific dimmers

–Require a ballast - Requires compatibility with ballast
–Range of color temperatures and color rendering capabilities
–Low surface brightness compared to point sources
–Cooler operation
–More efficacious compared to incandescent
–Ambient temperatures and convection currents can affect light output and life
–All fixtures installed indoors must use a Class P ballast that disconnects the ballast in 
the event it begins to overheat; high ballast operating temperatures can shorten ballast 
life
–Options for starting methods and lamp current loadings
–Low temperatures can affect starting unless a "cold weather" ballast is specified

Cold Cathode Cold Cathode

http://www.cathodelighting.com/index.html

Neon

ten digits of a Z560M Nixie Tube. 

Electroluminescent
 http://www.ceelite.com/products/lamps.a

sp
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Fiber Optics Systems

Components:

1. Remote Illuminator

2. Cables
• Glass
• Plastic

3. End Fitting

Side Emitting Fiber Optic
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End Lights - Stars End Lights

Bars
Light = Seeing Colors

http://www.gelighting.com/na/business_lighting/education_resources/learn_about_light/color_lamp.htm

Light = Seeing Color 

Light Source high
in red spectrum

Light Source high
in blue spectrum

Light = Color

Natural Light
Daylight

Electric Light
Incandescent

Incandescent Lamps and Natural Daylight produce smooth, continuous spectra. 
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Light = Seeing Colors Light = Seeing Color 

- Correlated Color Temperature 
(CCT)
color appearance of various light sources

- Color Rendering Index
(CRI)
how a light source renders the color of 
objects

Light = Measuring Color

The higher the color temperature (CCT), the 
“cooler”
the color of the lamp is in appearance.

2700 o 4100 o2200 o

The lower the color temperature (CCT) the 
“warmer”
the color the lamp is in appearance.

This color temperature is measured in Kelvin.

Correlated Color Temperature
color appearance of various light sources

Correlated Color Temperature
color appearance of various light sources

9000
8500
8000
7500
7000
6500
6000
5500
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500

Kelvin Temperature
Cool

Warm

North Blue Sky

Direct Sunlight

Overcast Day

Fire / Candle light

Hot Embers

Halogen
Incandescent

Mercury

High Pressure Sodium

Metal Halide

3000K Metal Halide

Daylight Fluorescent
Cool White 
Fluorescent

4100K Fluorescent

3500K Fluourescent
3000K Fluorescent

Warm White 
Fluorescent

High CRI light makes virtually all colors look natural and vibrant.

Low CRI causes some colors to appear washed out or even take on a completely different 
hue.

Color Rendering Index
how a light source renders the color of objects
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Color Rendering Index
how a light source renders the color of objects

The color rendering of a light source is an indicator for its ability of 
realistically reproduce the color of an object.

Following the CIE (International Lighting Commission), color rendering is 
given as an index between 0 and 100, where lower values indicate poor color 
rendering and higher ones good color rendering. 

The color rendering of a light source is compared a continuous spectrum 
source, such as incandescent - to daylight if its CCT is >5000K.

Comparing the colour appearance under different light sources (left);
Test swatches under different light (right)

Spectral Power Distribution Curves

Fluorescent

Fluorescent Lamps produce a combined spectrum… a non-continuous or broad 
spectra with gaps from their phosphor, plus UV from the mercury discharge. 
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Electrical Lighting: HID

 Mercury lamp:
 Uses radiation from 

mercury vapor for 
illumination

 Metal halide (MH) lamp: 
 Utilizes chemical 

compounds of metal 
halides and possibly 
vapors of metals such 
as mercury

 High-pressure sodium 
(HPS) lamp: 
 Uses sodium vapor for 

illumination
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Spectral Power Distribution 
Curves

HID:
High Pressure Sodium

High Intensity Discharge Lamps (HID) produce light in discrete lines or bands 
(used in spectral analysis to identify or fingerprint the material producing the 

light). 

Spectral Power Distribution 
Curves

HID:
Metal Halides

High Intensity Discharge Lamps (HID) produce light in discrete lines or bands 
(used in spectral analysis to identify or fingerprint the material producing the 

light). 

High Intensity Discharge High Intensity Discharge
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B
A
L
L
A
S
T

Ballasts can be magnetic….containing heavy coils, 
transformers and capacitors

OR
Ballasts can be electronic…. lightweight, efficient and 

operate at high frequency

Ballasts perform three main functions

1. They start the lamp.

2. They take the line voltage (120/240/277/480) and step it up or down as required by the lamp. 

3. They make sure the lamp operates in a stable mode by regulating the current

The Uniqueness Rule

 Ballast are made specifically for the lamp they are designed to operate.  
You cannot simply replace a lamp with a different type without changing 
the ballast.  Since it regulates the voltage it is designed for a specific 
lamp type and wattage.

A ballast connects in between the line and the lampBallast

The burning position defines the position in which lamps may or may not be 
operated. A combination of a letter and a number is used in which the letter 
indicates the datum alignment and the number is the half-angle of the recommended 
range. 

There are three basic datum positions: 

vertical, base up vertical, base down horizontal

Burning Position

Attributes and Options - HID

•Varied wattages, sizes, shapes, and bases
•Finishes

–Clear, Coated, Colored
•Operates with Ballast
•Burning Position Critical
•Dimming

–No
–Multi-level Switching possible

–Ambient temperature does not affect light output, although low ambient temperatures can affect 
starting, requiring a special ballast
–Compact light source
–High lumen packages
–Point light source
–Range of color temperatures and color rendering abilities depending on the lamp type
–Long service life
–Line voltage variations, possible line voltage drops, and circuits sized for high starting current 
requirements must be considered

Lamp Manufactures

General Electric
www.gelighting.com

Philips
www.lighting.philips.com

Osram/Sylvania
www.sylvania.com

Others

Venture Lighting
http://www.venturelighting.com/

Ushio America Inc
http://www.ushio.com/

Color Rendering Index
how a light source renders the color of objects

Light = Seeing Colors

Perceived benefits of 
full-spectrum light 
sources among lighting 
specifiers


